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Dear Colleagues, 

 

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you all to this intercountry meeting on emerging 

infectious diseases. It is my pleasure to thank H.E. Mr Sleiman Franjieh, Minister of Public 

Health, Lebanon for hosting this meeting. I would like to express my great appreciation to our 

colleagues from WHO headquarters in Geneva who have come to Lebanon to share with us their 

experience in combatting emerging diseases in different parts of the world. I would also like to 

extend a special word of welcome to our colleagues from the United States Naval Medical 

Research Unit Three (NAMRU-3), the WHO Collaborating Centre for Emerging Infectious 

Diseases, for their continuing support to the countries of the Eastern Mediterranean Region of 

WHO.  
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Emerging infectious diseases comprise three groups: newly appearing unreported diseases 

due to novel pathogens; diseases spreading to new geographical areas; and diseases that have 

developed resistance to antimicrobial drugs. The spread of re-emergent infectious diseases, once 

thought to be largely under control, is also disturbing. These emerging diseases are mostly 

epidemic-prone and have an ill-defined epidemiological picture. Currently, there are no vaccines 

or satisfactory treatment to control their spread.  

 

The recent outbreaks associated with the emergence of new diseases, such as Severe Acute 

Respiratory Syndrome or SARS, or highly pathogenic avian influenza viruses, illustrate that 

infectious diseases remain a serious public health threat. The Region has witnessed many 

outbreaks of emerging diseases in recent years. Last year there was an outbreak of yellow fever in 

southern Sudan, an outbreak of Rift Valley fever in Egypt and an outbreak of dengue fever in 

Yemen. Sporadic cases of haemorrhagic fever were reported from several countries in the 

Region. Cholera continued to be a problem in Somalia. West Nile fever appeared in Tunisia. 

Avian influenza killed millions of birds in Pakistan. The list of outbreaks of emerging infectious 

diseases in the Region has been shortened by the relatively ineffective surveillance systems, and 

in some cases by deliberate lack of transparency in reporting of emerging and re-emerging 

infectious diseases. 

 

Emerging infectious diseases have resulted in profound economic losses due to their 

detrimental impacts on the health of people, trade and tourism. The economic losses associated 

with SARS were not limited to the affected countries in the Western Pacific. There were 

unforeseen costs in the Eastern Mediterranean Region due to the implementation of strict health 

regulations at airports and other entry points in many countries, especially in the member 

countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council. Statistical reports indicate a decrease by 92% of 

livestock exports from September to December 2000 from Somalia because of Rift Valley fever, 

resulting in the loss of about US$ 120 million from livestock sales in the year September 2000–

September 2001. Sales of Somali sheep and goats fell from 957 000 in 1999 to 70 000 in 2000.  
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Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

We need to have strong, integrated disease surveillance systems that not only integrate 

many human diseases, but that also integrate different aspects of surveillance of human and 

animal health. The biological relationship between animals and humans has never been more 

intertwined, and is essential to understanding the human–animal interface. Most newly emerging 

infections have been of animal origin. However, political unrest in some countries in the Region 

has led to the disintegration of national and thus global epidemiological surveillance. The 

implementation of revised International Health Regulations would certainly require more 

powerful and functional surveillance systems within countries. Member States need to have core 

capacities for rapid detection and response in order to contain outbreaks and prevent spread, and 

thus minimize the need for international control measures. At WHO’s Regional Office for the 

Eastern Mediterranean, we will ensure appropriate technical assistance for response to 

emergencies and will provide recommendations for necessary public health measures to prevent 

the spread of emerging diseases.  

 

The resurgence of some infectious diseases is particularly alarming because previously 

effective forms of control are breaking down. For example, some pathogens have become 

resistant to antibiotics used to bring them under control, or have developed strains that no longer 

respond to the antibiotics. Monitoring infectious disease dynamics is critical for determining 

control and prevention efforts. Many public health experts have raised concerns about the 

adequacy of the infectious diseases surveillance in many countries. In light of these concerns, we 

need to carefully examine and assess our national surveillance capacities network and to focus on 

the contribution of laboratories, since new technology gives them an increasingly important role 

in identifying pathogens and the sources of outbreaks. 

 

The role of WHO collaborating centres cannot be over-emphasized. Special thanks are due 

to NAMRU-3, a WHO Collaborating Centre that has shared with us their most competent and 

experienced diagnostic and reference capacities in characterizing pathogens associated with 

emerging infections in our Region, such as Rift Valley fever, dengue fever, influenza and other 

bacterial and viral infections. We need to strengthen the national public health laboratories and 
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share our resources, experience and information through networking. Let us work together to 

overcome the complex needs of surveillance, laboratory diagnostics, and disease reporting of 

emerging infections at the national and regional level. We need to keep a watchful eye on 

infectious diseases. 

 

Dear Colleagues,  

 

I would like to thank you all again, and ask all of you to make the utmost benefit of this 

meeting through sound discussions, exchange of ideas and clear planning for enhancing the 

surveillance and preparedness activities in the combat of emerging diseases in the Region. I wish 

you all a successful meeting and a pleasant stay in the lovely city of Beirut. 

 


